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ABSTRACT
In this paper, inelastic longitudinal electron scattering form factors C2 transitions have been studied in
50

Cr

46

Ti

and

nuclei with the aid of shell model calculations. The core polarization transition density was evaluated by
adopting the shape of Tassie model together with the derived form of the ground state two-body charge density
distributions (2BCDD's). The following transitions have been investigated;

0 1  2 1 of 46Ti and 0 1  2 1 of

50

Cr nuclei. It is found that the core polarization effects, which represent the collective modes, are essential for
reproducing a remarkable agreement between the calculated inelastic longitudinal C2 form factors and those of
experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The calculations of shell model, carried out within
a model space in which the nucleon are restricted to
occupy a few orbits are unable to reproduce the
measured static moments or transition strengths
without scaling factors. Comparison between
calculated and measured longitudinal electron
scattering form factors has long been used as stringent
tests of models for transition densities. Various
microscopic and macroscopic theories have been used
to study excitations in nuclei [1]. Shell model within a
restricted model space is one of the models, which
succeeded in describing static properties of nuclei,
when effective charges are used. Calculations of form
factors using the model space wave function alone is
inadequate for reproducing the data of electron
scattering [2]. Therefore, effects out of the model space,
which are called core polarization effects, are
necessary to be included in the calculations. Various
theoretical methods [3]-[5] are used for calculations the
charge density distributions among them the HartreeFock method with the Skyrme effective interaction the
theory of finite Fermi systems and the single particle
potential method. Comparisons between theoretical
and observed longitudinal electron scattering form
factors have long been used as stringent test of models
of nuclear structure had been studied by Sahu et al.
[6].

They calculated form factors for

50 , 52 , 54

46, 48, 50

Ti

54, 56

,

Cr and
Fe and by the use of HartreeFock method, their results are in a good
agreement with
the experimental
data. Core
polarization effects can be treated either by connecting
the ground state to the J-multipole n giant
resonances [7], where the shape of the transition
densities for these excitations is given by Tassie model
[8]
or by using a microscopic theory [9]-[11] which
permits one particle-one hole (1p-1h) excitations of the
core and also of the model space to describe these
longitudinal excitations. In the studies of Massen et al.
[12]-[14]
, the factor cluster expansion of Clark and coworkers [15] was utilized to derive an explicit form of
the elastic charge form factor, truncated at the twobody terms, depends on the harmonic oscillator
parameter and the correlation parameter through a
Jastrow-type correlation function [16].
The aim of the present work is to study the inelastic
46

50

Ti and Cr nuclei.
longitudinal form factor C2 for
The calculation of form factors using the many particle
shell model space alone were known to be inadequate
in describing electron scattering data. So effects out of
the model space (core-polarization) are necessary to be
included in the calculations.
The shape of the
transition density for the excitation considered in this
work was given by the Tassie model [8], where this
model is connected with the ground state charge
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density, where the ground state charge density of the
present work is to derive an expression for the ground
state two - body charge density distributions
(2BCDD's), based on the use of the two - body wave
functions of the harmonic oscillator and the full two–
body correlation functions FC's(which include the
tensor correlations TC's and short range correlations
SRC's). The one body density matrix (OBDM) element
used of shell model code OXBASH [17].

II. THEORY
The interaction of the electron with charge
distribution of the nucleus gives rise to the
longitudinal or Coulomb scattering. The longitudinal
form factor is related to the charge density
distributions (CDD) through the matrix elements of
multiple operators

.

[7]

…..(1)

Where Z is the atomic number of the nucleus,
is
the center of mass correction, which remove the
spurious state arising from the motion of the center of
mass when shell model wave function is used and
given by [7].

………..(2)
Where A is the nuclear mass number and b is the
harmonic oscillator size parameter. The function
is the free nucleon form factor and assumed to be the
same for protons and neutrons and takes the form [18]

………………(3)
The longitudinal operator is defined as [19].

……….(4)
Where
is the spherical Bessel function,
is
the spherical harmonic wave function and
is the
charge density operator. The reduced matrix elements
in spin and isospin space of the longitudinal operator
between the final and initial many particles states of
the system including the configuration mixing are
given in terms of OBDM elements times the single
particle matrix elements of the longitudinal operator [7],
i.e.
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The many particle reduced matrix elements of the longitudinal operator, consists of two parts one is for the model
space and the other is for core polarization matrix element [6].

……… (6)

Where the model space matrix element in Eq.(6) has the form [7].

………..(7)
Where

is the transition charge density of model space and given by [7].

…………….….(8)
The core polarization matrix element is given by [7]

………..…….(9)
Where
is the core polarization transition density which depends on the model used for core polarization. To take
the core polarization effects into consideration, the model space transition density is added to the core polarization
transition density that describes the collective modes of nuclei. The total transition density becomes.

………………(10)
Where

is assumed to have the form of Tassie shape and given by [8].

……………..(11)
Where
is a proportionality constant.
is the ground state charge density distribution. It is derived an
effective two-body charge density operator (to be used with uncorrelated wave functions) can be produced by folding
the two-body charge density operator with the two-body correlation functions

as [20]

……….(12)
where

and

of relative and center of mass coordinates and the form of

is given by [23].

…..(13)
It is clear that Eq. (13) contains two types of correlations:
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1. The two body short range correlations presented in the first term of Eq. (13) and denoted by

Here

is a

projection operator onto the space of all two-body functions with the exception of
and
states. It should be
remarked that the short range correlations are central functions of the separation between the pair of particles which
reduce the two-body wave function at short distances, where the repulsive core forces the particles apart, and heal to
unity at large distance where the interactions are extremely weak. A simple model form of

is given as [21]

……….(14)
Where

=0.4(in fm) is the radius of a suitable hard core and

[21] is a correlation parameter.

2. The two-body tensor correlations presented in the second term of Eq.(13) are induced by the strong tensor
component in the nucleon-nucleon force and they are of longer range. Here

is a projection operator onto

and
states only.
is the usual tensor operator, formed by the scalar product of a second-rank operator in
intrinsic spin space and coordinate space and is defined by.

…….(15)
The parameter

is the strength of tensor correlations and it is non zero only in the

channels.

The Coulomb form factor for this model becomes,

….(16)

The radial integral

can be written as:-

Where the first term gives zero contribution, the second and the third term can be combined together as

………(17)
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From the recurssion relation of spherical Bessel function:

……………….(18)

………………. (19)
Hence, the form factor of Eq. (16) takes the form

……(20)
The proportionality constant
Eq.(20), we obtain

can be determined from the form factor evaluated at q=k, i.e., substituting q=k in

………………..(21)
The reduced transition probability

is written in terms of the form factor in the limit

(photon point) as [7].

…………………(22)
In Eq.(21), the form factor at the photon point q=k is related to the transition strength B(CJ). Thus using Eq.(22) in
Eq.(21) leads to

……………….(23)
The proportionality constant
probability B(CJ) into eq.(23).

can be determined by introducing the experimental value of the reduced transition

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The inelastic longitudinal electron scattering form factors C2 are calculated using an expression for the transition
charge density of Eq.(10). The model space transition density is obtained using Eq.(8), where the required OBDM
elements was calculated using the OXBASH code [17] . For considering the collective modes of the nuclei, the core
polarization transition density of Eq.(11) were evaluated by adopting the Tassie model together with the calculated
ground state 2BCDD of Eq.(13).

All parameters required in the following calculations of 2BCDD's,
Tables (1).

and longitudinal F(q)'s are presented in
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Table 1. Parameters which have been used in the present

3.2 The nucleus 50Cr

calculations for the 2BCDD's,
and elastic and
inelastic longitudinal F(q)'s of all nuclei under study .

The transition under investigation is C2, 0.78MeV
structure and properties of 50Cr are experimentally and
theoretically well studied. In figure (2) the
experimental data of the C2 Coulomb form factors
which are taken from Ref. [23] are compared with the
theoretical shell model calculation. The solid curve
shows the result with core-polarization effects by
using Tassie model and the dashed curve
corresponding to the result without core polarization
effects and the dashed-dotted curve corresponding to
the result of core polarization effects. We are observed
three peaks in the form factors in this nucleus. In the
present of core polarization effect, the first and second
peaks are good agreement with experimental data, but
the third peak is underestimated .The pf-shell fail to
describe the data in form factors. Core polarization
effects enhance the form factor and reproduce the
measured form factor up to q=2.1 fm-1 as shown by
solid curve of figure (2).

Nucleus

Ti

46
50

Cr

b (fm)
1.955
1.980

(fm)
0.095
0.090

(fm) [22]

3.240

3.570

3.300

3.650

3.1. The nucleus 46Ti
A comparison between the experimental and
theoretical form factors for the C2 transition for 46Ti is
given in Fig.(1) shows the relation between the
longitudinal Coulomb C2 electron scattering form
factors as a function of momentum transfers q at Ex=0.
89 MeV. The dashed curves represent the contribution
of the model space, the dashed-dotted curve
corresponding to the result of core polarization effects
and the solid curves represent the total contribution,
which is obtained by taking the model space together
with the core polarization effects where the effect of
two-body SRC's and TC's are considered, and the
dotted symbols represent the experimental data Ref.
[23].
The model space calculations underestimate the the
experimental data for the region of momentum
transfer. The core polarization effects is added to the
model space, the obtained results for the longitudinal
C2 form factors become reasonable accordance with
those of experimental data throughout the whole
range of momentum transfer q. In the present of core
polarization effect, the first and second peaks are good
agreement with experimental data, but the third peak
is underestimated .

Figure(2): Inelastic longitudinal form factors for the
transition to the 2+ in the 50Cr with and without
core-polarization effects and by using Tassie model,
the experimental data are taken from Ref. [23]

IV. CONCLUSIONS
1. The effect of FC's is, generally, essential in getting
good agreement between the calculated results of
and those of experimental data.
Figure(1): Inelastic longitudinal form factors for the
transition to the 2+ in the 46Ti with and without corepolarization effects and by using Tassie model , the
experimental data are taken from Ref.[23]

2. The fp-shell models, which can describe the static
properties and energy levels, are less successful for
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describing dynamics properties such as C2 transitions
rates and electron scattering form factors.
3. The core-polarization effect enhances the form
factors and makes the theoretical results of the
longitudinal form factors closer to the experimental
data in the C2 transitions which are studied in the
present work.
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